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1) A 100-year solar storm could fry our power grids – these are the places most 
at risk: 

 

Humanity first learned about geomagnetic storms the hard way during the 1859 
Carrington Event. That's when our then-newfangled electrical systems shocked 
telegraph operators, shot sparks out of pylons, and lit papers on fire. 

Today, those aberrant currents can overload, disrupt, or fry our most coveted 
modern technologies, including satellites and cellphone communication. 

While the most persistent threat is to our electrical power grids, a new mapping 
effort by the US Geological Survey (USGS) shows how the hazards of 
geomagnetic storms are not the same all over Earth. 

"Power grids are grounded, so they can pick up electric fields generated deep 
inside the Earth. But that geo-electric activity depends on the geology, and that's 
different from one region to the next," Jeffrey Love, a research physicist at the 
USGS and leader of the new study in Geophysical Research Letters, told 
Business Insider. 

At the center of the study is a new map of the hazards posed by geomagnetic 
storms of a strength that scientists expect to occur every 100 years — five times 
more frequently than "500-year" storms like the Carrington Event. 

2) Ambassador Hank Cooper September 27, 2016—Whistling Past The 

Graveyard—Again!: 

 

How would you like your only path to life-saving medicine to be based on the 

recommendations of the businesses selling their medical products without the 

third party independent government screening of the pharmaceutical suppliers? 

  

An analogous ill-advised arrangement is exactly what congress has provided for 

assuring the viability of the electric power grid in the face of EMP threats that 

could lead to the death of several hundred million Americans. 

 

FERC, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, has not been funded to 

perform the needed independent analyses to accomplish a valid regulatory 

function. 

 

Rather, congress has made FERC dependent on analysis provided by the 

Electric Power Industries themselves — by requiring that key analytical function 

to be accomplished by the North American Electrical Reliability Corporation 
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(NERC), a non-profit organization mostly funded by the Electric Power 

companies. 

 

How’s that for a “self-licking” ice cream cone? Wonder who’s making the big 

campaign contributions to influential members of congress????  Hmmmmm…. 

 

3) Lawmakers Want to Safeguard Texas Against an EMP: 

 

Some lawmakers are calling an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) one of the most 

debilitating threats to Texas. 

An EMP is a powerful electric charge in the air that physically 

damages electronics within a given area. These pluses can be given off by 

weather or by a weapon. 

An EMP could potentially cause a wide spread electricity outage. 

“There would be no water, no gas or generators,” said Texas Senator Bob Hall. 
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